05:17:04.000 --> 05:17:11.000
Okay, Well, I guess i'll be since my papers a little bit detailed, and I don't want to you know.

05:17:11.000 --> 05:17:18.000
Run too short of time i'm Dr. Rebecca Umland, and I've been interested in Tennyson.

05:17:18.000 --> 05:17:24.000
Well, things are theory and Tennyson for all of my career.

05:17:24.000 --> 05:17:42.000
Starting with my dissertation, so today, i'm going to talk about strange faces, other minds tennyson's,
idols of the King, and the alien so for opening comments i'd like to say a few words

05:17:42.000 --> 05:17:47.000
about tennyson's contemporaries try to place him in a Victorian context.

05:17:47.000 --> 05:18:06.000
Talk a little bit about his manipulation of time, and the origin and nature of his heroic king, which I think
are ways that make our third of an as the alien other and imaginative fiction, and film is often either
threatening

05:18:06.000 --> 05:18:16.000
or Messianic, more or less than human and capable, whether arriving from another world or dwelling in
the subterranean realm, or in an alternate time.

05:18:16.000 --> 05:18:21.000
In the nineteenth century, when fantasy and futuristic fiction began to flourish.

05:18:21.000 --> 05:18:34.000

Papa writers who come to mind first might be French novelist, Jules Burn, with his journey to the center
of the earth, and 20,000 leagues under the seas, or British writer, Hg Wells who

05:18:34.000 --> 05:18:38.000
iconic texts include the Time Machine and the War of the Worlds.

05:18:38.000 --> 05:18:55.000
We might even think of Mark Twain who's a connecticut Yankee and King Arthur's Court has generated
an entire sub genre of films of our 3 and time travel film, but an artist who may

05:18:55.000 --> 05:19:00.000
not immediately come to mind is England's poet laureate Alfred.

05:19:00.000 --> 05:19:06.000
Lord Tennyson, like his contemporaries rooms at Jules Verne, HD.

05:19:06.000 --> 05:19:22.000
Wells and Mark Twain. medicine was a visionary who intuited that the nineteenth century represented a
liminal space between a remote nostalgic past and a future of both undetermined marvels and

05:19:22.000 --> 05:19:27.000
menaces, enchanted by the past, and intent on composing an Arthurian poem.

05:19:27.000 --> 05:19:38.000
Tennyson was also fascinated with the future predicting space, flight, and perhaps even a Dystopian and
or a a distant Utopian world.

05:19:38.000 --> 05:19:52.000
This paper considers how his Idols of the King, 12 points, first published serially between 1,859, and
1,880; and finally, as an epic whole, includes features of the futureistic and

05:19:52.000 --> 05:20:06.000
fantasy genres First, while Tennyson does not employ the motif of time travel in the usual sense, he
does find portals to the past and future conflating or confounding linear time.

05:20:06.000 --> 05:20:12.000
Moreover, the Miss Policis of his application. his Arthur is more than human. The R.

05:20:12.000 --> 05:20:16.000
3, and legend from inception has been it.

05:20:16.000 --> 05:20:26.000
Is this flexibility as James Douglas, the flower of kins, it allows for its revitalization and prepare actual
popularity.

05:20:26.000 --> 05:20:37.000
The book endpoints. that open phones that combined idols represent 2 of Tennyson's foldest
departures from the received of Arthur.

05:20:37.000 --> 05:20:48.000
One bruision of arthur's origin storage born, but sent on a night when the bounds of having an
earthquake lost from a skyship right.

05:20:48.000 --> 05:20:56.000
This is sure, people, and the final idol the passing of our horizon.

05:20:56.000 --> 05:21:14.000
That'll be reduced. sounds as were one voice around opinions Wars informs them, established that
Arthur is from the future born before his time, and he is different.

05:21:14.000 --> 05:21:22.000
Not only in debate. Yeah, awesome.

05:21:22.000 --> 05:21:42.000
Tennessee then saw both 4 and a half and then who's our third and idols pass We reach learn good
setting is maybe farther back to each lenses as a group addresses with tennessee are who

05:21:42.000 --> 05:21:51.000
phones, or at least beyond time and space obsessed with where he called the passion of the Yes.

05:21:51.000 --> 05:21:56.000
Tennyson also, and to

05:21:56.000 --> 05:22:13.000
We embrace innovative technology voices on early wax cylinders and forties, and invited his name on
the aisle of White Julie Margaret Cameron, photographic goes through 4 and 8 *s compilation of the

05:22:13.000 --> 05:22:18.000
existence idols as early as 8 to 42.

05:22:18.000 --> 05:22:25.000
Lots of aircraft, travel and imagine the progressive World government.

05:22:25.000 --> 05:22:39.000
Finally, as I've discussed in another study the user our part and law legislation about missing Spouses
here unexpectedly reach, named after Tennessee's 8 ordinary phone.

05:22:39.000 --> 05:22:46.000
And it's also the foundation for of the entire cinematic Appreciate Tennyson's affinity.

05:22:46.000 --> 05:22:57.000
The Science Section It is helpful to for how the present task and future informed his visual.

05:22:57.000 --> 05:23:05.000
Yeah, So in this section i'll be talking about tennessee free for his form.

05:23:05.000 --> 05:23:11.000
How he cast about for the co-op. Yeah. an advantageous form.

05:23:11.000 --> 05:23:19.000
And how he not that is some content, I thought, into themselves.

05:23:19.000 --> 05:23:31.000
The Victorians occupied. The Victorians occupy a this place between what distinguishes them from
processes.

05:23:31.000 --> 05:23:45.000
The divide between. Oh, It's! like boards were was primarily created by the inevitable transition and
childhood to adopt. But for the Victorians the chasm was not only one for you the natural process of

05:23:45.000 --> 05:23:50.000
age, but also by a keen sense with the ideal of an early.

05:23:50.000 --> 05:23:56.000
All this vanishing rapidly, the shift from a grown past to urban sprawl.

05:23:56.000 --> 05:24:12.000
Darwinism. that's the traditional religion the way. Time itself began to accelerate through innovations
like rail travel, are examples of how writers like Tennyson encountered both the personal and cultural
divide

05:24:12.000 --> 05:24:24.000
little wonder that the question market fostered and nostalgic urge to retreat into the past with qualified
hope of moving, Ask the answer, either 1,000.

05:24:24.000 --> 05:24:32.000
So 2 factors about tennis's position in the Victorian age that especially informed his conception and
composition.

05:24:32.000 --> 05:24:48.000
The idols are, I think, working first. From early in his career he entertained a project particular interest in
writing a sustained arts of any work, but was discouraged by a general critical consensus that he should
employ only

05:24:48.000 --> 05:24:59.000
contemporary subjects, and from the great deep Ryles states that Tennyson wrestled with how to make
the past and appealing subject for his readers.

05:24:59.000 --> 05:25:16.000
In other words, how to contemporize his characters and his narrative by making them recognizing
recognizably, and by addressing the condition of England question the role of women, the importance of
social stability the need to believe in

05:25:16.000 --> 05:25:24.000
something good and great.

05:25:24.000 --> 05:25:28.000
This conflict is the subject of his 1842 point.

05:25:28.000 --> 05:25:36.000
The epic. Tennyson, ever sensitive to negative reviews of his work, presents the obstacles to an epic
pond.

05:25:36.000 --> 05:25:40.000
The past, that a truth looks freshest in the fashion of the day.

05:25:40.000 --> 05:25:54.000
Why did take the style of these heroic times? and these were real objections, voiced repeatedly by
reviews of his early verse, like the Lady of Shalott, for instance, 1,832 revised in 1,800

05:25:54.000 --> 05:26:09.000
and 42 ryles notes that tennis, and also experimented with form settling on the idol as an effective little
epic in which each point could stand alone, but could later be combined with others to become a cyclic

05:26:09.000 --> 05:26:21.000
epic Tennyson worked this way to shake his audiences taste and embrace his Arthurian ambitions.

05:26:21.000 --> 05:26:34.000
A second point related directly to the Victorian Present because Tennyson's conception of Arthur, which
embraces the great man theory propagated by Thomas Carlyle in his series of lectures on

05:26:34.000 --> 05:26:43.000
heroes, hero worship, and the heroic in history that posits history, is largely determined by exceptional
individuals in the idols.

05:26:43.000 --> 05:26:48.000
The divide between Arthur and his fellow knights turns out to be so great.

05:26:48.000 --> 05:26:59.000
The king is portrayed as alien, unreal, or dream like. But astute readers would also have understood how
the method was an embodiment of the great.

05:26:59.000 --> 05:27:04.000
This affinity is so close in Carlisle and Tennyson.

05:27:04.000 --> 05:27:18.000
Michael Timco asserts: If one wishes to understand the Victorian period, one needs to know the work of
Carlisle and Tennyson, why they made such an impression on their age, and just how lasting this
impression

05:27:18.000 --> 05:27:29.000
was the men and women who inhabit tennyson's Camelot, and the forces that disrupt its harmony,
though medieval and setting and attire are in fact recognizably Victorian.

05:27:29.000 --> 05:27:38.000
Arthur alone belongs to the present, and the future pass

05:27:38.000 --> 05:27:44.000
So i'd like to talk a little bit about time now in the idols.

05:27:44.000 --> 05:27:59.000
The pat tennyson's idea of this this passion of the past, the haunting intersection of time, and the
timeless, the stuff of future memory that comes from the film X caliber and the table land of life that's

05:27:59.000 --> 05:28:08.000
tennison's phrase from the great deep he goes

05:28:08.000 --> 05:28:14.000
Lp. Hartley opens his 1953 novel to go between with the assertion.

05:28:14.000 --> 05:28:25.000

The past as a foreign country, they do things differently There a sentiment akin to tennis and selfdescribed passion of the past, and how it works to suspend time.

05:28:25.000 --> 05:28:32.000
So Such a passion was usually invoked by a particular place in its history that served as the part portal
into the past.

05:28:32.000 --> 05:28:39.000
If it induced melancholy. Tennyson also believed in its regenerative power.

05:28:39.000 --> 05:28:53.000
Further. Christopher Ricks observes, Tennyson's haunting intersection of time, and the timeless citing
lines from his 1,889 point as examples the point the ring a noise of falling

05:28:53.000 --> 05:28:59.000
weights that never fell, and as if perpetual sunset lingered there.

05:28:59.000 --> 05:29:09.000
This liminal space between an impending event and its conclusion also knits together past and future, of
Arthur Merlin riddles, and where he is who knows?

05:29:09.000 --> 05:29:18.000
From the great deep to the great deep He goes the deep a favored concept of Tennyson's is, of course,
outside of time.

05:29:18.000 --> 05:29:22.000
Both the place of pre-existence, and apply post-death reality.

05:29:22.000 --> 05:29:35.000
Tennyson's metaphor that life is a table land flanked by a watery deep on either side is a concept
anticipated, of course, and words were sentimations owed the dark undercurrent of

05:29:35.000 --> 05:29:40.000
time and a water journey to em. Immortality and words were owed also informed.

05:29:40.000 --> 05:29:45.000
Tennyson's work

05:29:45.000 --> 05:29:49.000
Tennison's imagined world of past and future is another way.

05:29:49.000 --> 05:29:55.000
The poet neutralizes time and place a recurrent motif in science, fiction, and fantasy.

05:29:55.000 --> 05:30:09.000
For instance, in George lucas's 1,977 star wars, with its opening crawl a long time ago, in a galaxy far, far
away, we must ask, where are we in such a world or rather when are

05:30:09.000 --> 05:30:22.000
we galactic warfare and advanced weapon, recalling with feudalism ancient permit stages and
advancement through a rigorous Ascasus that prepares a Jedi night for his

05:30:22.000 --> 05:30:30.000
destiny. John borman's 1981 Excalibur features a conciliatory parting of Arthur and Guineavor.

05:30:30.000 --> 05:30:41.000
On the evening of his last fateful battle, in a scenario taken from Tennyson's idol, one of your Arthur
visits his queen, who has taken refuge in a nunnery.

05:30:41.000 --> 05:30:45.000
He expresses regret that he could not be the husband she needed quote.

05:30:45.000 --> 05:30:49.000
I was not born to live a man's life but the stuff of future memory.

05:30:49.000 --> 05:30:56.000
But be the stuff of future memory. He tells her Camelot represent the flowering of a fair time.

05:30:56.000 --> 05:31:06.000
But Arthur asserts now once more on this ride with my knights to defend what was, and the dream of
what could be the stuff of future memory? a moment?

05:31:06.000 --> 05:31:13.000
In a finite present, remembered past in the future, but also liberation.

05:31:13.000 --> 05:31:26.000
Arthur kins to his queen turned 9 i've often thought that in the hereafter of our lives, when I owe no
more to the future, and can be just a man, we may meet, and we will and you will come to me and

05:31:26.000 --> 05:31:37.000
claim me as yours, and know I am your husband. It is a dream that I have a close paraphrase of
Tennyson and the conclusion of Excalibur.

05:31:37.000 --> 05:31:49.000
The Moriban king assures his sole surviving night, Percival, that one day a king will come, and the sword
will rise again very like tennis, and Arthur tells betavir.

05:31:49.000 --> 05:31:58.000
And the final idol. Borman said: This film chronicles past, present, and Future of humanity, which are all
contained in human consciousness.

05:31:58.000 --> 05:32:09.000
We will also remember the enigmatic line from mallory putatively carved on our arthur's grave.

05:32:09.000 --> 05:32:15.000
But of yours behest, Dick Yacket, our tourist, Rex quantum Brex K.

05:32:15.000 --> 05:32:31.000
From tourists and th white's novel the once and future king, 1958, both of which suggest the
confounding of the past and future

05:32:31.000 --> 05:32:46.000
So now i'd like to talk a little bit more about Arthur's origins, and the things about him that designate
him other the myth of Poisus, and the coming of the king his origin story that tennyson

05:32:46.000 --> 05:33:00.000
and Vents pen Dragons, and aliens Oh, my not these Arthur's otherness, and the Idols and Arthur as
artist, and the city built to music from the opening poem of the idols it is

05:33:00.000 --> 05:33:03.000
established that Arthur is from another time and place.

05:33:03.000 --> 05:33:19.000
First there is tennyson's invention of his mythic coming, but accounted by his half-sister Belicent, who
learned it herself from the wizard blaze

05:33:19.000 --> 05:33:28.000
When Arthur when when Luther pen dragon, passes away moaning and wailing for an air,

05:33:28.000 --> 05:33:36.000
On a night when the bound of heaven, and are lost

05:33:36.000 --> 05:33:48.000
Merlin and blaze, beheld so high upon the dreary deep get seemed in having a ship, the shape there of a
dragon winged and all from stem to stern right, with the shining people on the

05:33:48.000 --> 05:34:04.000
depths, and gone as soon as seeing really fast. Merlin in place, then observed wave after wave, each
mightier than the last, till the last and ninth one, gathering half the deep and full of voices, the Slowly
rose and

05:34:04.000 --> 05:34:14.000
plunged, roaring, and all the wave was in a flame, and down the flame and down the wave, and in the
flame was born a naked babe, and rode to me.

05:34:14.000 --> 05:34:20.000
Feet. Merlin and the child were clothed in fire, and presently thereafter follow calm.

05:34:20.000 --> 05:34:36.000
And this origin story are sent one of my feature of Carlisle's hero as King again phone Carlisle on the
great man Theory. Arthur represents inspired leadership in this world of which Matthew

05:34:36.000 --> 05:34:41.000
Arnold writes: not ignorant armies clash by night.

05:34:41.000 --> 05:34:59.000
It is also significant. It is also significant, that tennyson, specifies the celestial ship as dragon winged,
which certainly references the surname or title pen dragon as if there's air But some

05:34:59.000 --> 05:35:12.000
X experts also posit this about. dragons come from distorted memory of alien spacecraft, with great
spread wings and smoke coming from jet or rocket engine To an ancient person an airplane could be

05:35:12.000 --> 05:35:18.000
mistaken for some flying creature, an uncanny tie to this idol.

05:35:18.000 --> 05:35:26.000
The idea of ancient visitors from advanced cultures deduced from crop circles, standing stones, and lay
lines in China.

05:35:26.000 --> 05:35:32.000
These are known as dragon lines, has long been a subject of speculation.

05:35:32.000 --> 05:35:39.000
Arthur is associated throughout the idols with the emblem of the dragon in Lancelot and Elaine, the Holy
Grail.

05:35:39.000 --> 05:35:55.000
The last tournament and Glenn of year for example, an interest in an investigation of mysterious
landmarks in ancient legends about them increased, during Tennyson's time, and after are there

05:35:55.000 --> 05:36:03.000
Arthur's auspicious mythic arrival in the coming of Arthur is not the only indication he comes from
another time in place in a second account.

05:36:03.000 --> 05:36:09.000
The Thatavir relates the version of arthur's birth that follows the fixed tradition a result of oath.

05:36:09.000 --> 05:36:20.000
There's lust for and hasty marriage to the Newlywood. But glennvier's father, King Leotagrin asked
Bellison to corroborate.

05:36:20.000 --> 05:36:34.000
That is, there is narrative account of arthur's birth, and she replies, but no one for dark my mother was
in eyes and hair and dark, and hair and eyes am I and dark.

05:36:34.000 --> 05:36:39.000
The Scorloo Yay, and dark was all 32 well nigh to blackness.

05:36:39.000 --> 05:36:42.000
But this king is fair beyond the race of britain's end of men.

05:36:42.000 --> 05:36:49.000
Notice the assertion of Arthur's Otherness that he is fair beyond the race of Britain's and me.

05:36:49.000 --> 05:37:00.000
In addition to dallas's narrative of mystical arrival, embedded here's account of his birth. Leotigrin
himself questioning Arthur's legitimacy before allowing him to wed his

05:37:00.000 --> 05:37:11.000
daughter Guinea experiences a dream vision that embodies Arthur's ultimate income compatibility with
the earth makes.

05:37:11.000 --> 05:37:17.000
He first sees it materialize and grow at the of a phantom king.

05:37:17.000 --> 05:37:23.000
Now looming and now lost. But then this vision gives way, and the solid earth became as nothing.

05:37:23.000 --> 05:37:31.000
But the king stood out in having crowned David Gosley, remarks, What can this dream foreshadow?

05:37:31.000 --> 05:37:45.000
Accept that fatal incompatibility of Arthur. and his realm that prefigures Arthur's final recognition of his
alien status in the past passing of our other passages likewise establish

05:37:45.000 --> 05:37:50.000
arthur's otherness

05:37:50.000 --> 05:37:57.000
His singularity is signaled by his emblems of election excalibilitiescribed with instructions.

05:37:57.000 --> 05:38:05.000
Take me, cast me away! and the round table, his vision incarnate, indicating he is a figuration of the
artist as well.

05:38:05.000 --> 05:38:21.000
At its opening and close the coming of Arthur insists that he made around and ran when he forms the
roundtable. Bella sees from I to I through all their order, flash a momentary likeness of the king

05:38:21.000 --> 05:38:38.000
Moreover, because order and vision, because order and vision of a perfect world rests on the ancient
idea of Pythagorean music of the spheres. Tennyson might have been familiar with the mythology of the
ancient

05:38:38.000 --> 05:38:49.000
perpetual choirs that purportedly blessed the British Isles with its celestial song by references to it, and a
1796 Welsh Triad Gareth and

05:38:49.000 --> 05:38:53.000
Lenette details. roland's description that enchanted.

05:38:53.000 --> 05:39:01.000

Camelot does well built to music, never built a doll, therefore never build it all, and therefore built for
ever.

05:39:01.000 --> 05:39:17.000
As Michael Bright points out in cities built to music, Tennyson was taken with these meetings of ancient
cities being built to music, and we see that in several other poems of his as well, Amp Fion Ilyon Ilyan

05:39:17.000 --> 05:39:25.000
to phone us in Balin and Valen. Arthur commands the repentant night. Balin.

05:39:25.000 --> 05:39:29.000
Rise my true night, walk with me, and move to music with thine order.

05:39:29.000 --> 05:39:41.000
And the king layers still Percival. The accounts for great zones of sculpture rebel, representing an
evolutionary hierarchy, and then the lowest v star slaying men, and in the second men are

05:39:41.000 --> 05:39:55.000
slaying beasts, and in the third our warriors perfect men, and on the fourth are men with women wings
and overall one statue in the mold of Arthur, who's lofting us depicted here

05:39:55.000 --> 05:40:03.000
echoes Leoograms earlier vision underscores that Arthur differs from others in his very essence.

05:40:03.000 --> 05:40:09.000
Even Galahad, the Grail Knight, whose claim to the quest is shown at least to be authentic.

05:40:09.000 --> 05:40:22.000
Finally, in the last tournament, as Tristram Remembers his first arrival at Camelot, he had thought of
quote that weird legend of his birth, and then Arthur's Foot was on a stool shaped as

05:40:22.000 --> 05:40:38.000
a dragon. He seemed to me no man, but Michael trampling Satan in this idol also Dagonet, Arthur's
accuses the adulterous Tristram of breaking the new of the king so for

05:40:38.000 --> 05:40:54.000
me my final part of my paper i'd like to talk a little bit about how Tennyson conceived of and
constructed, and a imaginative geography to go with his vision the fall of Camelot and i'll also

05:40:54.000 --> 05:41:02.000
talk about the innocuous that Arthur undergoes, and that of your also experiences.

05:41:02.000 --> 05:41:19.000
As the Round Table comes to a close. So, first of all imaginative geography, Tennyson made 2 excursions
to West Britain, the first in 1848, so before he composed any of the idols with the

05:41:19.000 --> 05:41:32.000
wild success. of the first 4 idols. in 1859, he returned to Cornwall in 1,860, and extended his travels to
the silly aisles, searching for the imaginative talk

05:41:32.000 --> 05:41:48.000
topography to complete the idols, one of his companions during the 1,860 Tour Francis Turner, Paul
Grave, who commented that this was perhaps specifically entitled to be named Tennyson's Arthur

05:41:48.000 --> 05:41:53.000
in journey. Charles Thomas concludes his exploration of a drowned landscape.

05:41:53.000 --> 05:42:00.000
Archaeology and History of the silly aisles with the chapters Tennyson, Arthur, and Leon S.

05:42:00.000 --> 05:42:06.000
In which he recognizes the influential role of the idols in promoting tourism in Cornwall.

05:42:06.000 --> 05:42:15.000
Some specialists identify Cornwall's dose Mary Pool as Tennyson's inspiration for the myth Lioness in the
passing of Arthur.

05:42:15.000 --> 05:42:21.000
But Thomas maintains the terrain and the point matches that of low pool in Cornwall, or your bed.

05:42:21.000 --> 05:42:29.000
Of your accounts caliber away and later, while facing east, where the night witnesses Arthur's receding
barge.

05:42:29.000 --> 05:42:38.000
Thomas says tennis, and chose a specific location with a barren bar situated between a body of fresh
water and sea.

05:42:38.000 --> 05:42:54.000
In either case the reliance on a Cornish site. the reliance of the Cornish site definitely does for the
topography departs from the medieval legend which locates the battle on the south coast

05:42:54.000 --> 05:43:07.000
of England. Another significant way. Tennyson departs from Mallory's text is that while the latter
concludes with quote the dolorous death and departing out of this world of Sir Lancelot and Queen

05:43:07.000 --> 05:43:20.000
was Interviewer Tennyson's Epic point ends with the last battle in death of Arthur, As the idols progress
flawless, Arthur is unable to sustain his mortal nights of week

05:43:20.000 --> 05:43:34.000

Nowhere is this more evident than it the passing of Arthur, when Tennyson perfectly fuses past in
future, a result of the apocalyptic present, the dissolving of the round table through this last dim

05:43:34.000 --> 05:43:45.000
weird battle of the West, set in the legendary realm of Leoness thought to have been situated between
Cornwall and the silly aisles like Atlantis.

05:43:45.000 --> 05:43:55.000
It catastrophically sank into the see. This location punctuates past some future and era closing at the
edge of the world, and not quote.

05:43:55.000 --> 05:44:08.000
Then rose the King, and moved his host by night, and ever pushed Sir Mordred league by league back to
the sunset bound of Leoness, a land of old upheaven from the Abyss by fire to

05:44:08.000 --> 05:44:20.000
sink into the abyss again, where fragments have forgotten people, and the long mountains ended in a
coast of ever shifting sand. and far away the Phantom.

05:44:20.000 --> 05:44:27.000
Yeah of a moaning seat in his final poem.

05:44:27.000 --> 05:44:39.000
Both Arthur and veterans experience initial confusion. As the dissolution of the Round Table
approaches, this fatal battle set in a wintry at the edge of the world, prompts Arthur search for

05:44:39.000 --> 05:44:46.000
certitude about himself and his calling. Nor ever had Arthur fought a fight like this last night.

05:44:46.000 --> 05:45:01.000

Dim, weird battle of the West. A death white mist slept over sand and see where of the chill to him who
breathed it drew down with his blood till all his heart was cold with formless fear, and even on Arthur
fell confusion.

05:45:01.000 --> 05:45:06.000
So, since he saw not whom he fought facing the end of Camelot.

05:45:06.000 --> 05:45:16.000
He is overwhelmed for a moment with the knowledge that he has been unable to change human and to
affect the permanent impact on human affairs.

05:45:16.000 --> 05:45:20.000
Completing his understanding of how radically he differs from others through humanize.

05:45:20.000 --> 05:45:30.000
Arthur has been viewed as more than man. One of your insists on this when she says of her husband,
But who can gaze upon the sun in heaven?

05:45:30.000 --> 05:45:36.000
He is all fault. Who have you know at all? reiterated later in Guinevere.

05:45:36.000 --> 05:45:42.000
I thought I could not breathe in that fine air, that pure severeity of of perfect light.

05:45:42.000 --> 05:45:59.000
At last he recognizes this also. He is from the future, and the world is ultimately an inhospitable place for
the King, even though his visitation helps to propel human history forward much like Shelley's concept
of poets as the

05:45:59.000 --> 05:46:08.000
mirrors of gigantic shadows which futurity casts upon the present

05:46:08.000 --> 05:46:14.000
Arthur's anomal recess the self nonetheless of his otherness is complete.

05:46:14.000 --> 05:46:21.000
As he recognizes the old order, changes, yielding place to new, and God fulfills Himself in many ways
less.

05:46:21.000 --> 05:46:26.000
One good custom should corrupt the world. Conclusion of Wallace.

05:46:26.000 --> 05:46:36.000
Steve is Wallace Stevens poem T. at the Pelosi, who actually applies to Arthur's mood as he understands
this vision of the world, was his own.

05:46:36.000 --> 05:46:40.000
Quote I myself. I was myself the compass of that sea.

05:46:40.000 --> 05:46:47.000
I was the world in which I walked, and what I saw or heard or felt came not, but from myself.

05:46:47.000 --> 05:47:02.000
And there I found myself more truly, and More Strange at the balance. Close Betavere is compelled to
carry out Arthur's final orders to return Excalibur to the Lady of the Lake and to place him in the

05:47:02.000 --> 05:47:07.000
waiting funeral barge, as in the coming of Arthur he, the Morib and King boards.

05:47:07.000 --> 05:47:11.000
Another magical ship which will return him whence he came.

05:47:11.000 --> 05:47:25.000
The deep. a d white color points out that Beta beer who, in the coming of Arthur narrates the quotidian
account of Arthur's birth, and in this last his passing has a fact witnessed mystic

05:47:25.000 --> 05:47:29.000
cycle quote Coming of the great deep, and returning to the great deep.

05:47:29.000 --> 05:47:40.000
Again he illustrates the eternal recurrence, and as a kind of symbol of the dying God. Tennyson has
made this clear in many ways.

05:47:40.000 --> 05:47:52.000
Primarily by the topography of the poem, and which the narrow strait of barren land, which is the
symbol of life in this world, is flanked by the twin mysteries of birth and death that of your limits his own

05:47:52.000 --> 05:48:10.000
alienation from what he believes to be a dying world, and I the last, and I the last, go forth
companionless, and the days dark and round me in the years among new men, strange faces.

05:48:10.000 --> 05:48:14.000
Other minds was so the point opens with the jump in time.

05:48:14.000 --> 05:48:18.000
Bed of your tells the story and the winter of his age to those with whom he dwelt.

05:48:18.000 --> 05:48:28.000
New faces, other minds. This estrangement that both Arthur and Bed of your experience is a feature
that pervates Tennyson's poetry.

05:48:28.000 --> 05:48:33.000
The alienation in this final idol is anticipated by that of Ulysses.

05:48:33.000 --> 05:48:47.000
Men your point, the lowest seeders, 1,832, and by Ulysses himself, when the point named after him
1,942, a feeling often expressed in text in which the inhabited

05:48:47.000 --> 05:48:52.000
world would be familiarized in hospitable, strange in the lotus seeders.

05:48:52.000 --> 05:48:55.000
You list these men on their posts on their post toy voyage.

05:48:55.000 --> 05:49:03.000
It's express their fear of disposition. question should they return to ishicle, for surely now our household
parts are cold.

05:49:03.000 --> 05:49:09.000
Our sons in Paris are looks are strange, and we should come like ghosts to trouble joy.

05:49:09.000 --> 05:49:14.000
There is confusion worse than death. A similar anxiety plays the group.

05:49:14.000 --> 05:49:18.000
Queue himself in the 42 point.

05:49:18.000 --> 05:49:26.000
He listens, who, after his return from troy lance I'm in one will lies into a savage race.

05:49:26.000 --> 05:49:34.000
Before these sleepings departure on the ultimate zoom.

05:49:34.000 --> 05:49:41.000
Caller records to all that is shadowing either in this world or the next.

05:49:41.000 --> 05:49:49.000
It was certainly the voyage need to go all women in the world we're on have known the experience.

05:49:49.000 --> 05:50:15.000
Finally, when before recognized for 10 years, returning to find themselves displaced by his best friend,
not to dispose this week from sorrow and regions, his translation to Heaven as a re and of his old

05:50:15.000 --> 05:50:23.000
rescue quote, there came so loud a calling of the sea, with all the houses in the whole.

05:50:23.000 --> 05:50:27.000
He rose and spread his arms abroad fine with the loud voice.

05:50:27.000 --> 05:50:33.000
A sale a sale I am saved. and so you listen.

05:50:33.000 --> 05:50:49.000
Since. most yeah, all fun deaf by water, exceptive However, the most, they'll stop short annihilation of
the voice serving as examples of time.

05:50:49.000 --> 05:50:58.000
What Rix has called the haunting and timely timeness to lower the Cds in

05:50:58.000 --> 05:51:23.000
Ulysses borge resolution rather than suspension for and during the Selva tennessee's. belief of progress
is weird, and in the the dining dialed around for me too he owned this

05:51:23.000 --> 05:51:28.000
meeting on the aisle of Avalon. he will also come in.

05:51:28.000 --> 05:51:38.000
So my last point, then, in the sublime closing image, find solace, and Arkansas.

05:51:38.000 --> 05:52:01.000
Then from the dawn is soon from beyond the like the last echo born of a great sounds, some very city,
some fair city, One voice around the king screening for one last month of the barge we saw, or thought
we saw respect that they're the

05:52:01.000 --> 05:52:20.000
King down that long watered, opening on the deep, so far off, pass on and on, less and less. and then
like and the new sun rose, ring, Tennessee insisted lies.

05:52:20.000 --> 05:52:31.000
The table land of life. It is not the history, one man or one generation, but of a whole cycle of Jim. How
tennis is Memoir Ads.

05:52:31.000 --> 05:52:37.000
The author has carefully shouted for the spiritual progress in the advance of the world.

05:52:37.000 --> 05:52:45.000
Tennis is little. That the Arthur would be idols from the medieval past is also of the future.

05:52:45.000 --> 05:52:48.000

He wrote his Arthur in world from memory and vision.

05:52:48.000 --> 05:52:56.000
Okay, what is timelessly good? Despite his strangeness, celestial realm to body.

05:52:56.000 --> 05:53:03.000
For a fair time that temporarily brings in its own splendid alien.

05:53:03.000 --> 05:53:26.000
Arthur then returns to the deep. The mystery of the future passed, upon which Fantasenia so often rest,
to await his falling in suspended time in space, and thank you for listening to my presentation

